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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are widely used in the modelling of biomolecules
because these models are able to provide information on those properties of biological sys-
tems which are hard to study by experimentalmeans. The increase in computational power
has provided the means to simulate more complex systems, but has also introduced both
the possibility and the requirement to improve the force fields the simulations are based on.
At present, electrostatic interactions in the common MD force fields are represented as in-
teractions between fixed partial charges. The downside is that these charges cannot accur-
ately reflect the dependence of a charge distribution on the state of the system nor can they
respond to fluctuations in the electric field due to molecular motion. For this, one should
explicitly include the effect polarizability into the force field.
In this thesis, ways of parametrizing the electrostatics of a polarizable force field have been
studied. It was examined how three different point charge fitting methods, MK, CHELPG,
and RESP, and two multipole algorithms, DMA and GMM, perform when intramolecular
polarizability contributions are self-consistently removed from the fitting done in the para-
metrization process. To this end, the different methods are combined with the induced
point dipole model by Thole.
MK and RESP were determined to be the most promising candidates for polarizable force
field parametrization at the moment. They provide a good compromise between accuracy
and computational efficiency not to mention the ease of force field implementation. To our
surprise, DMA multipoles up to octupoles were required to reach the same level of accur-
acy. The applicability of GMM is hindered by the convergence issues that arose when GMM
was combined with the Thole model. Also, the functional forms of the electric interactions
resulting from the GMMmultipoles makes it less appealing for force field purposes.
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Molekyylidynamiikkasimulaatiot (MD) ovat nykyään laajalti käytössä biomolekyylien mal-
lintamisessa, koska ne pystyvät antamaan tietoa niistä biologisten systeemien ominaisuuk-
sista, joita on hankala tutkia kokeellisesti. Laskentakapasiteetin kasvaminen on mahdollis-
tanut yhämonimutkaisempien systeemien simuloimisen, muttamyös luonut sekä tilaisuu-
den että tarpeen simulaatioiden perustana olevien voimakenttien kehittämiseen.
Tällä hetkellä sähköisiä vuorovaikutuksia mallinnetaan käytetyimmissä MD-voimakentissä
pistevarauksilla. Nämä pistevaraukset eivät kuitenkaan pysty kuvaamaan oikein varausja-
kauman riippuvuutta systeemin tilasta, eivätkä ne pysty reagoimaan molekyylien liikkees-
tä johtuvaan sähkökentän vahteluun. Tämä voitaisiin saavuttaa lisäämällä voimakenttään
erillinen kuvaus polarisoituvuudelle.
Tässä työssä on tutkittu miten polarisoituvan voimakentän sähköiset vuorovaikutukset tu-
lisi parametrisoida. Tutkimuksessa yhdistettiin kolme erilaista menetelmää sovittaa piste-
varauksia, MK, CHELPG ja RESP, ja kaksi multipolialgoritmia, DMA ja GMM, molekyylien
polarisaatioita kuvaavaan Tholen malliin. Tämä tehtiin, jotta molekyylin sisäisen polarisoi-
tuvuuden osuus voitaisiin poistaa varausten/multipolien sovitusprosessista, ja nämä säh-
köiset termit esittää voimakentässä erikseen.
MK ja RESP todettiin sopivimmiksi menetelmiksi voimakenttien parametrisointiin. Ne tar-
joavat hyvän kompromissin tarkkuuden ja tehokkuuden välillä, ja ovat suhteellisen helppo-
ja soveltaa voimakenttiin. Yllättävä tulos oli se, että hyvin korkean asteen DMA-multipoleja
tarvittiin, jotta päästiin näiden varausmenetelmien kanssa samaan tarkkuuteen. GMMn
soveltuvuuden parametrisointiin vaarantavat suppenemisongelmat, joita kohdattiin kun
GMM yhdistettiin Tholen malliin. Lisäksi GMM-multipolien sähköisten vuorovaikutuksien
funktionaaliset muodot ovat hankalia voimakenttäsovelluksen kannalta.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are nowadays widely in use in materials
sciences and in themodellingof biomolecules. Inmolecular dynamic simulation
the goal is to examine themotion of particles in a systemover a time period. This
information can be combined to obtain thermodynamic data, and eventually
used to determine the relationships between molecular structure, movement,
and function. To do this, one builds a model where atoms and molecules are
allowed to interact by approximations of known physics. The result is a tool at
the interface of experimental work and theory.
As a tool, molecular dynamics is highly interdisciplinary since its theories stem
from chemistry, physics, andmathematics, and it employs algorithms from com-
puter science. However, the roots of the methods used in the molecular model-
ling lie in rising of modern physics in the beginning of the 20th century. For ex-
ample, the first successful representation of amolecular structurewas closely re-
lated to the development of nuclear physics [1]. Also, a group of scientists work-
ing in Los Alamos published a paper in 1953 titled "Equation of State Calcula-
tions byFast ComputingMachines." Thiswork laid the groundwork for computer-
based Monte Carlomethods, established theMetropolis algorithm (named after
the first author) for simulated annealing, and was the predecessor of molecular
dynamics calculations.
The concept of force fields, in relation to molecules, had its beginning in the
development of vibrational spectroscopy, which studies the forces between a
pair of atoms in a molecule or in a lattice. The idea of force fields did not spread
beyond the physical chemistry community until 1946, when it was first sugges-
ted to use the concept for modelling molecules in a more quantitative way. The
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new method was based on a combination of steric interactions and a Newto-
nian mechanical model of bond stretching, angle bending, and torsional vibra-
tional modes. All together three research groups proposed their own versions of
thismethod, which would later be know as the empirical force field or molecular
mechanics method for modellingmolecular structures [2].
The 20th and 21st centuries later saw a huge improvement in computational
capacity and in the algorithms used in the complex optimization tasks in mo-
lecular simulations. However, the core of molecular dynamics has remained
much the same as the force fields, which depict the potential energy in the sys-
tem, still includemostly the same interactions as in the first half of the 20th cen-
tury. For over 30 years, many attempts have been made to include the effects of
polarization in simulations of molecular systems [3]. Despite these efforts polar-
izable force fields are still not in general use. This is probably partly due to the in-
crease in computational capacity requirements and in simulation times that can
be expected when a new kind of interaction is included in a force field model. In
addition, a lot of work is required when implementing polarizability into a force
field, as it will lead to the complete re-parametrization of the model.
Especially within the past decade, the development of polarizable force fields
has become a topic of intense research. Many of the most commonly used force
fields have a polarizable counterpart. Some of them have been developed as ex-
tensions of the existing non-polarizable parametrizations, others have included
polarization from the first version onwards. The major part of these polariz-
able force fields are devoted to water models for liquid-phase simulations. The
inclusion of polarizability in molecular simulations should increase the overall
accuracy of biomolecular modelling, but it is particularly important for non-
homogeneous systems. Being able tomodel the response of amolecule to a vary-
ing dielectrics of the environment would potentially make a great difference in
studying, for example, RNA folding in an environment of divalent ions or mem-
brane protein folding in a lipid environment [3].
Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 Purpose of study
The purpose of this study is to combine 5 different point charge/multipole as-
signment algorithms together with Thole’s inducible point dipolemodel in order
to determine which method would be the best choice for polarizable force field
development. Different approaches will be compared based on how accurately
they are able to reproduce the electrostatic potential around a molecule. In ad-
dition, it will be tested how much conformational changes of a molecule will
affect the magnitude of charges/multipoles assigned with these methods and
whether the parameters assigned based on the minimum energy conformation
of these molecules can reproduce the electrostatic potential around other con-
formations.
2.2 Molecular simulations
Computer simulations have become increasingly popular in biology, biophys-
ics, and biochemistry over the past few decades. These computational mod-
els are able to provide information on those properties of biological systems
which are hard to study by experimental means. The gradual increase of com-
puting power has provided means to study the large and complex data sets that
are obtained from experiments, and this has in turn led to the formulation of
simulation-friendly models for biomolecular processes. Nowadays, computa-
tion based models can complement experimental data and provide not only av-
eraged data but also information about the distribution and time series of the
3
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quantities of interest.
When modelling a biomolecular system, a few choices have to be made. One
has to decide which atomic or molecular degrees of freedom are explicitly con-
sidered in themodel and how the interactions between the components are rep-
resented. There are questions on how the degrees of freedom should be sampled
and how the spatial boundaries and external forces are taken into account. Also,
the time scale and spatial resolution have to be decided before modelling a bio-
molecular system [4].
One of the main obstacles in biomolecular simulations is the fact that the be-
haviour of a biomolecular system is governed by statistical mechanics. That is,
the system cannot be characterized only by the global energy minimum config-
uration. Instead, statistical mechanics brings in the concept of entropy, which
together with the energy of the system determines the free energy of the system.
The state of the system is not characterized by single a configuration, but by an
ensemble of systems.
The importanceof entropy alsomakes themodellingof the interactionsbetween
atoms andmoleculesmore complicated. This is because the internal energy and
entropy effects can work together or against each other in non-bonded interac-
tions. Another difficulty is that the free energy differences between states can be
relatively small, and systems generally consist of many atom pairs having mu-
tual interactions contributing to the energy by summation. To reach the desired
accuracy in the free energy for the system, the accuracy of the summation terms
has to be even higher, and this naturally poses a challenge to the force interaction
model [4].
As mentioned above, a biomolecular system is generally characterized by a
very large number of degrees of freedom (around 104 − 106 is routinely access-
ible by simulation) [4]. The motion along these degrees of freedom is usually
very complex since they show a variety of characteristics from highly harmonic
to anharmonic, chaotic and diffusive. What is more, there are correlations over a
wide scale in time and space. The potential energy surface of this kind of a sys-
tem is very complex. Therefore, a great challenge in biomolecularmodelling is to
developmeans to search this complex surface for regions of low energy. A variety
ofmethods are available, each with its own particular advantages and disadvant-
ages.
Even though simulations are becomingmore andmore important in the study
of biological systems, experimental work remains at the core of the field. In fact,
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experimental data plays an essential role even in biomolecular modelling as it
forms the basis onwhich the classical force fields (see below) are built. Quantum
mechanical (QM) theoretical data alone is not sufficient for building a force field,
and there is a vast variety of biomolecular compounds for which force field para-
meters should be derived. If the force field parameters in the model are even
somewhat transferablebetween atomsor groups of atoms in differentmolecules,
some of this workload of parametrizing can be avoided. In addition, the meth-
odology and force field used in simulations cannot be validatedwithout compar-
ison between simulated and experimental data.
Some problems arise from the important role of experimental data. Almost
every experiment involves averagingover timeand space ormolecules, and there-
fore, does not contain direct information on all configurations constituting a
simulation trajectory. Also, the experimental data is often scarce relative to the
vast amount of degrees of freedom available. Hence, there is a conceptual gap
between simulationdata and experimentaldatawhichmakes validating the sim-
ulation unsure when actually multiple ensembles can produce the same experi-
mental data. In reality, the experimental data can also be of insufficient accuracy
in order to validate or discredit some simulation results [4].
2.3 Force Fields
The core of any force field is the potential energy function used to connect the
configuration and structure to the energy of the system being simulated. A typ-
ical potential for a force field is [5]
U =
∑
bond s
Kb (r − r0)
2+
∑
ang l e s
Kθ (θ −θ0)
2+
∑
d ihed ra l s
∑
n
Vn
2
(1− cos(nφ−γ))+
∑
nonbond ed pai r s
(
4"i j
σi j
ri j
12
−

σi j
ri j
6+ qiqj
4piε0ri j
)
,
(2.1)
where r is the bond length, with force constant Kb and equilibrium bond length
r0. The bond angle is denoted as θ , with force constant Kθ , and equilibrium
angle θ0. There is also the dihedral angle φ, with force constant Vn and equilib-
rium angles γ. The last part of the formula is the familiar Coulomb interaction
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between charged particles. The second to last part is called the Lennard-Jones
interaction
ULJ = 4"i j
σi j
ri j
12
−

σi j
ri j
6 (2.2)
in which εi j and σi j are the parameters depicting the energy and distance scale
of the interaction, and ri j is the distance between non-bonded atoms i and j .
The r−12 part is the short range repulsive interaction, and the long range attrac-
tion is described by the term proportional to r−6. The attractive part has the
same distance dependence as dipole-dipole London dispersion energy, which
for two particles with polarizability α is proportional to −α2/r 6. The Lennard-
Jones parameters are not typically assigned using known values of α, but this
interaction is one way in which polarizability, in an averaged sense, is included
in the model.
The form of potential function described in eq. (2.1) is common for majority of
the force fields currently in use, includingCHARMM [6, 7], AMBER [8], GROMOS
[9], and OPLS [10], among others. That said, there are force fields which use
alternative or additional terms for eq. (2.1). These terms include, for example,
higher order terms to treat the bond and valence angle terms and/or cross terms
between the bonds and valence angles or valence angles and dihedrals. One
purpose of these additional terms is to increase the ability of the force field to
reproduce conformational energies far away from the minimum conformation
[11]. Alternative forms for the van der Waals (vdW) interaction, described with
the Lennard-Jones potential in eq. (2.1), have been implemented in some force
fields. One of these alternatives is the Buckingham potential which replaces the
repulsion term in Lennard-Jones with the more realistic exponential term to de-
scribe the repulsion associated with the Pauli exclusion principle.
The potential function alone does notmake a force field. Instead, it is the com-
bination of the potential function and the parameters of that function that can
be called a force field. The search for these parameters, that is, the parametriza-
tion of a force field often begins with quantummechanical ab initio calculations
for small molecules. These ab initio calculations include the optimization of the
molecular structure, calculation of partial charges, and conformational energy
calculations among others. Also experimental spectroscopy data can be utilised
to find out properties like the force constants for bonds. Usually adjustments
are made to the ab initio results in order to reproduce target data of condensed
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phases. Often special attention is paid so that solute-solute, solvent-solvent, and
solute-solvent interactions correspond to those observed experimentally. After
the small molecule results are satisfactory, the parameters are tested by formu-
lating the potential function suitable for simulation of a larger assembly (for ex-
ample a lipid bilayer), and again simulations are carried out to compare with
appropriate target data [12].
There are few more things that should be considered when parametrizing a
force field. For example, it is necessary realize that the ab initio calculations are
based on the gas phase QM wave function, and the result may not be consistent
with the condensed phase. Also, the correlation among parameters both makes
the parametrization process a complicated task and limits the applicability of
parameters. For example, The Lennard-Jones parameters are highly correlated
with thepartial atomic charges, whichmeans that the Lennard-Jones parameters
determined for a given set of charges are typically not appropriate for charges de-
termined using different methodology. What is more, the energy surface of con-
formational rotation, typically dominated by the dihedral term, will also contain
contributions from the electrostatics and the Lennard-Jones term [11].
2.4 Polarizability inmolecular simulations
2.4.1 Polarizability
Polarizationmeans the redistributionof the electrondensity of a particle in space
due to an electric field. This electric field can be applied in experiment, or may
be due to the molecular environment. There are three different mechanism for
polarizability (Fig. 2.1): 1. Electronic polarizability is caused by a redistribution
of electrons over the atom, or atoms in a molecule. 2. Geometric polarizability,
which is due to changes in themolecular geometry. 3. Orientation polarizability,
which is caused by a realignment of a molecule by an electric field [13].
In terms ofmolecular interactions, polarization leads to non-additivity, since a
molecule polarized by anothermolecule will interact differently with a thirdmo-
lecule than it would if it was not polarized. Hence, polarization has a significant
effect to the energetics of a molecular system (estimated to be around 10-20% of
total interaction energy at the van der Waals minimumdistance [3]).
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Figure 2.1: Three molecular polarization mechanisms illustrated for a water molecule
[13].
2.4.2 Polarizable force fields
Currently, the majority of force fields in general use treat the electrostatic inter-
actions using theCoulomb interactionandpartial charges (eq. (2.1)). Thismeans
that most computer simulation studies of biomolecular systems do not treat po-
larizability explicitly. Instead, polarizability is implicitly included by choosing
the partial charges so that they are enhanced from the values that would be con-
sistent with the gas-phase dipole moment, or the values that would best repro-
duce the electrostatic potential from gas phase ab initio calculations [5]. This
overestimation is designed to approximate electrostatic interactions that occur
in the aqueous, condensed phase environment common to biomolecules. The
downside in the effective partial charge method is that these charges can not
accurately reflect the dependence of the charge distribution on the state of the
system, nor can they respond dynamically to fluctuations in the electric field due
to molecular motion.
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Particularly, partial charges are (once assigned to themolecule) constant under
conformational changes of the molecule and cannot alone correctly model the
dependency of electrostatics on the geometry of the molecule. That is, a single
set of fixed charges ormultipoles is generally not applicable to the variety of con-
formations present in a flexible biomolecule. One possible solution to the prob-
lem could be the addition of polarizable potential, which is dependent on the
local geometry and captures the correct intramolecular polarization behaviour
in terms of electrostatic potential and energy [14].
As an example of the deficiency of current force fields one can mention the
work by Rasmussen et al. [15]. They showed that conventional force fields are
not able to predict the conformational energies of molecules correctly. In fact,
the more polar the molecule is, the larger the error becomes. Rasmussen et al.
were able to improve the correlation between force field and ab initio calculation
results by inclusion of polarizability into the simulation. That said, their results
also indicated that addition of higher permanent multipole moments is equally
important and one should also consider including them in the force field devel-
opment at the same stage.
Against this background it is easy to see that the explicit inclusion of polariz-
ability will be the next major step in improving the current biomolecular force
fields. The energy of induced dipoles can be divided into three parts [5]
Uind =Ustat+Uµµ+Upol . (2.3)
Ustat is the interaction energy ofN induced dipoles µi in a static electric field E 0.
TheUµµ is the interaction energy between induced dipoles
Uµµ =
N∑
i=1
∑
i 6=j
µi Ti jµj , (2.4)
whereTi j is the interaction tensor (see below) andwhereµi is the induceddipole
moment of atom i . The energy required to distort the electron distribution and
create the dipole reads
Upol =
1
2
∑
i
µi ·E i , (2.5)
where E i is the electric field at the location of atom i . Combining the three en-
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ergy terms gives
Uind =
N∑
i=1
µi
−E 0i + 12
∑
i 6=j
Ti jµj +
1
2
E i
 . (2.6)
The total electric field at i can be presented as a combination of the field from
induced dipoles and the static field E 0 resulting from the permanent charges (or
evenmultipoles) in the system
E i = E
0
i
−
∑
i 6=j
Ti jµj (2.7)
and using this eq. (2.6) can be simplified to
Uind =−
1
2
N∑
i=1
µi ·E
0
i
. (2.8)
The addition of the polarizability contribution will lead to the complete re-
parametrization of the force field because polarizability is closely connected to
the partial charges assigned to the molecule and, as mentioned above, partial
charges are correlated with the rest of the parameters in the force field.
To date,majority of work on the polarizable force fields has been concentrating
on water models. These water models have given encouraging results by accur-
ately treating both gas and condensed phase properties [11]. However, develop-
ment in the field of biomacromolecules has been more limited. This is probably
partly due to the increase in computational capacity requirements and simula-
tion times that can be expected when a new kind of interaction is included in a
force field model. Also, the parametrization of a force field is very time consum-
ing task in itself, and the addition of polarizabilitymakes the problem evenmore
complicated. For example, it is not clear how gas-phase molecular polarizabilit-
ies should be treated when used in the parametrization of condensed phase po-
larizable force field, but it is believed that directly applying the gas phase polar-
izabilities would cause a tendency towards overpolarization in condensed phase
simulations [11].
Polarizable force fields hold great potential to increase the overall accuracy of
biomolecular simulations, and they have been speculated to make a great dif-
ference in in studying, for example, RNA folding in an environment of divalent
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ions [3]. Specifically, polarizable force fields may prove to be essential for study-
ing the electrical properties of lipidmembranes, and all themembrane functions
related to those properties, such as membrane protein folding [3, 12, 16]. Unfor-
tunately, it is only after a highly refined force field with polarizability included
is developed, that one is able to compare the accuracy and applicability of such
models compared to their non-polarizable, additive counterparts [11].
Polarizationmodels currently in use in force field development can be divided
into three categories: 1) point dipolemodels 2) shellmodel a.k.a. Drudemodel 3)
electronegativity equalization model. Each type has its distinct advantages and
disadvantages which will be addressed more in depth below.
2.4.3 Models for polarizability
Point dipolemodel
One way to account for polarizability in molecular models is the point dipole
method, which has been applied to a wide variety of systems ranging from noble
gases to proteins. In this method one adds ideal point dipoles to selected sites in
a molecule, most commonly to the atomic sites.
In themost general case, all the point dipoles assigned to amoleculewill inter-
act through the dipole field tensor Ti j (see below). One of the first point dipole
methods by Applequist et al. [17] uses this approach for calculating molecular
polarizabilities. The downside of the method is that coupling all the dipoles can
lead to a polarization catastrophe. This means that the molecular polarization,
and therefore also the induced dipolemoment,may become infinite at short dis-
tances. This is due to the fact that when two inducible dipoles come spatially too
close to each other, the dipolar interaction between themwill mutually enhance
their induced dipoles to infinite magnitudes. The polarization catastrophe can
be avoided by screening the dipole-dipole interaction at short distances as in the
point dipolemodel by Thole [18]. The screening can be physically justified by the
fact that the electronic distribution is not well represented by point charges and
point dipoles at short distances. Among other things, the electronic distributions
change shape when atoms come close enough to each other.
A good feature in point dipole models is that the assignment of electrostatic
potential parameters is more straightforward than for non-polarizable models.
Charges can be assigned, for example, based on experimental dipole moments
or ab initio electrostatic potential [5].
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Figure 2.2: The shell model. A core charge z i+qi is attached by a harmonic spring with
spring constant k i to a shell charge −qi . For a neutral atom z i = 0. The center of mass
is at or near the core charge, but the short-range interactions (e.g. the Lennard-Jones
interactions) are centered on the shell charge [5].
Shell model
As opposed to the point dipole models, the shell models depict polarization by
using dipoles of finite size. In the shellmodel each polarizableunit is represented
by a pair of point charges separated by a variable distance. These charges consist
of a positive core charge located at the site of the nucleus and a negative shell
charge (Fig. 2.2) connected to the positive core by a harmonic spring. Although
these charges can to some extent be interpreted as an effective, shielded nuc-
lear charge and a corresponding valence shell charge, the charges are typically
treated more as adjustable parameters for the model than true shielded values.
The magnitudes of the shell and core charges are fixed. Hence, polarization in
this model is due to the relative displacement of the charges.
The electrostatic interactionbetween different atoms is simply the sumof charge-
charge interactions between the four charge sites (two shell-core pairs). The
advantage is that no new interaction types, such as the dipole tensor Ti j in the
case of the point dipole, are required. The computational advantage is neverthe-
less nullified in practice by the fact that one has to calculate four times as many
charge-charge interactions.
In a way, the point dipole model is an idealized version of the shell model, and
it can be argued that the shell model is more physically realistic with its finite
length dipoles. That said, both models include additional approximations, that
may have more influence on the results than ignoring the finite electronic dis-
placement in polarization. Among these approximations are the assumption of
isotropic electrostatic polarizability (in the shell model) and the assumption that
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the electrostatic interactions can be truncated after the dipole-dipole interac-
tion, not including the multipolemoments [5].
Electronegativity equalization
Polarizability can also be included into standard potentials by allowing the val-
ues of the partial charges to respond to the electric field of their environment.
Again, this method introduces polarizability without any additional interaction
types, andunlike the shellmodel, this can bedonewithout the additional charge-
charge interactions [5]. However, thismodel does need a shorter time step inmo-
lecular dynamics (MD) simulations, and this leads to additional computational
cost [19]. In addition, electronegativity equalization model does not reproduce
off-plane polarization for plane-like structures like aromatic rings.
The instantaneous values of the partial charges are solved by minimizing the
electrostatic energy of the system. In the equation for electrostatic energy, the
so-called Mulliken electronegativity and absolute atomic hardness are optim-
ised to reproduce molecular dipoles, interactions with water and the molecu-
lar polarization response, typically determined from QM calculations [19]. The
energy minimization process can be portrayed as charge flow between atomic
sites. Charge neutrality can be introduced into this model in two ways: a charge
neutrality constraint can be applied to the entire system, allowing charge to flow
from atomic site to atomic site until the electronegativities are equal on all the
atoms of the system. Alternatively, charge can be constrained independently on
each molecule (or part of a molecule), so that charge flows only between atoms
in the same molecule until the electronegativities are equalized within the mo-
lecule. Inmost cases, the lattermethod is preferred, and there is no charge trans-
fer between molecules. Some models only allow charge transfer along bonded
atoms, which guarantees the charge conservation in each set of bonded atoms.
However, sometimes charge transfer is an essential part of interaction energy,
and this constraint has to be removed [5].
2.4.4 The Tholemodel
As mentioned above, Thole’s model [18] belongs to the category of polarizable
point dipole models. The model is based on the work of Silberstein [20] and Ap-
plequist [17], but the difference between Thole’s model and the preceding work
is themodified dipole interaction tensor, which in Thole’smodel is used to avoid
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the polarization catastrophe.
In point dipolemodels, themolecule is considered an arrangement ofN atoms
each of which has a polarizability. The induced dipole moment at atom p , µp ,
can be calculated as function of the applied electric field E 0
p
µp =αp
E 0p − N∑
q 6=p
Tpqµq
 , (2.9)
where αp is the atomic polarizability tensor of atom p and Tpq is the dipole
field tensor
Tpq = r
−3
pq
I −3(r−5
pq
)

x 2 xy xz
y x y 2 y z
zx zy z 2
 . (2.10)
Here I is theunit tensor, rpq is thedistance between atomsp anq , and x , y , and z
are the cartesian components of the vector connecting atoms p and q . Equation
(2.9) can be rearranged to a matrix equation
A˜µ˜= E˜ , (2.11)
where A˜ is a 3N × 3N matrix containing the inverse of the atom polarizability
tensors along the 3× 3 diagonal. E˜ and µ˜ are 3N × 1 vectors where dipole mo-
mentsµi and electric fields E i at each atom site i are placed one after another in
the corresponding order as in A˜. That is
α
−1
1
T12 . . . T1N
T21 α
−1
2
. . . T2N
...
.. .
...
TN 1 TN 2 . . . α
−1
N


µ1
µ2
...
µN

=

E1
E2
...
EN

(2.12)
Inverting A˜ results in
µ˜= B˜ E˜ (2.13)
B˜ = A˜−1 = (α˜−1+ T˜ )−1 . (2.14)
The molecular polarizability is obtained by contracting the tensor B˜ to a 3× 3
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tensor αmol :
µmol =
 N∑
p
N∑
q
Bpq
E =αmolE . (2.15)
The three eigenvalues of αmol then depict the xx , y y , and zz components of
polarizability.
Thole contributed to the point dipole model by modifying the dipole interac-
tion tensor as follows
(Tpq )i j =δi j r
−3−3x ix j r−5 = (αpαq )−1/2(δi ju −3−3u iu ju −5)
= (αpαq )−1/2t i j (u ) ,
(2.16)
whereu = x/(αpαq )1/6 andδi j is the Kronecker delta. Themost important part in
this equation is the shape functionof the interaction, t . This shape functiondoes
not depend on the atoms p and q , and it is based on some well behaved model
of charge (electron) distribution around the cores of atoms. At this stage, Thole
also replaced the polarizability tensorswith an isotropic polarizabilityparameter
(αp ) for each element.
Thole originally investigatedmany different forms for the charge distributions.
Two of these, the linear and the exponential distributions, have been considered
the most appropriate. The linear form of charge distribution is
ρ(u ) =

3
pi
(a−u )
a 4
u < a
0 u ≥ a
. (2.17)
For the exponential, the expression is
ρ(u ) = (a 3/8pi)e−au . (2.18)
The corresponding forms of the shape function are
t i j = (4a 3−3u 4)δi j /a 4−3u 4u iu j /(a 4u ) u < a
t i j =δi j /u 3−u iu j /u 5 u ≥ a
(2.19)
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for the linear, and
ρ(u ) =δi j /u 3[1− (a 2u 2/2+au +1)e−au ]−
3u i rj /r 5[1− (a 3r 3)/6+a 2r 2/2+ar +1)e−au ]
(2.20)
for the exponential charge distribution.
After modifying the dipole interaction tensor, Thole found the parameter a
and element polarizabilitiesαp by fitting themodel into a set of 15 experimental
molecular polarizabilities. The results were then tested by calculating polariz-
abilities for molecules not included in the learning set by using the optimized
parameters and comparing the calculated values to experimental ones. Based
on his fitting results Thole claimed that one needs only one polarizability per
element. That is, Thole’s polarizability for each atom in the molecule is inde-
pendent of the chemical environment and hence, these polarizabilities should
be well transferable. Later van Duijnen et al. [21] improved the fit by fitting the
parameters in the model into a learning set of 52 molecules. This extended set
also includedmolecules containing F, S, Cl, Br, and I so in addition to improving
the old fit, Thole polarizabilities for these new elements were also determined.
Although both Thole and van Duijnen et al. solved the parameters by fitting
into experimental polarizability data, this is not the only way of parametrizing
the model. Often experimental data can be tricky to find and it may be hard
to determine it’s accuracy. Kaminski et al. [22] have demonstrated that one can
assign both polarizabilities and charges in themolecular systemby utilizingone-
, two-, and three-body energies between molecules.
2.5 Electrostatic potential of a molecule
One on the fundamental problems in MD simulations is how to accurately and
efficiently represent the charge distribution and electrostatic potential around
a molecule. Several approaches have been suggested over the years. The most
simple method is to calculate the electrostatic potential (ESP) on a grid around
the molecule and reproduce this potential by fitting effective charges to chosen
sites on a molecule. This idea is the core of Merz-Kollman (MK) [23], Charges
from Electrostatic Potentials using a Grid (CHELPG) [24], and restrained electro-
static potential (RESP) [25]methods for charge fitting.
There are also methods based on estimating the partial charges form the elec-
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tron density associated with an atom in amolecule. Themost familiar of these is
the Mulliken population analysis [26]. The weakness of the Mulliken population
analysis is the basis set dependence and the fact that it is only meaningful if the
basis set consists of basis functions that can be associated with an atomic site.
With very complete basis sets, the Mulliken charges tend to become unphysic-
ally large. Natural population analysis [27] is a successor of Mullken method. It
is based on the orthonormal natural atomic orbitals of the atoms in a molecule,
and it resolves themany of the basis set related problem encountered in theMul-
liken population analysis [28].
More advanced methods for reproducing electrostatics around a molecule in-
clude also higher multipole moments in addition to charges. The distributed
multipole analysis (DMA) by Stone [29] utilizes the Gaussian form of computed
wave functions of the molecule and calculates the multipole expansion directly
form the charge distribution based on those wave functions. Recently Elking
et al. have introduced their own multipole method called the Gaussian multi-
pole model (GMM) [30] where a single Slater-type contracted Gaussian multi-
pole charge density is assigned to each atom in a molecule and the Gaussian
multipoles are fitted to the ESP around themolecule.
2.5.1 Merz-Kollman (MK)
The main difference between MK [23, 31] and CHELPG [24]methods is the way
they generate the grid for the ESP approximation. In MK the grid of choice con-
sists of several over-layered spheres (Connolly surfaces) aroundamolecule. These
spheres are essentially scaled van der waals surfaces of the atoms in the mo-
lecule. The smallest scaling factor is 1.4 and conventionally three more surfaces
with scaling factors 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 are added (fig. 2.3). In the original paper by
Sing andKolmann [23] it was claimed that the resulting charges are actually quite
insensitive to the choice of scaling factors and the smallest scalingwas chosen to
1.4 to be sure that no artefacts from being too close to the atoms entered the
fitting of the point charge.
The first version on the Merz-Kollman procedure [23] used non-linear fitting
method which allowed the places of charges also outside atomic centres of the
molecules to be optimized during the fitting. However, the advantages of adding
off-center charges were not conclusive. In the second version of the algorithm
[31] the fitting algorithmwas updated to linear least squares procedure in which
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of point selection in the Merz-Kollman algorithm
the constraints are implemented via Lagrangemultipliers. This update removed
the need for iterative solution procedure and initial guess charges, but alsomade
the optimization of off-center charge locations impossible.
In the least squares fitting the goal is to find theminimumof equation [31]
γ(q1,q2, . . . ,qn ) =
m∑
i=1
(VQM ,i −Vi )
2 , (2.21)
where VQM ,i is the quantummechanically calculated ESP at point i and Vi is cal-
culated from the charges qj placed at the molecule
Vi =
n∑
j=1
qj
ri j
. (2.22)
Constraints (g ) are placed in the fitting via Lagrange multipliers (λ). In order to
keep thefitting linear, these constraints have to be functions of the charge values.
The function to be minimized withw different constraints is
z = γ+λ1g 1+λ2g 2+ . . .+λw gw . (2.23)
Theminimum of z can now be found by solving
n∑
k=1
∂ z
∂ qk
= 0 and
w∑
l=1
∂ z
∂ λl
= 0 . (2.24)
Themost common constraint used is that the sum of the charges must equal the
total charge of the molecule
g 1 =
n∑
j=1
qj −qtot = 0 . (2.25)
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For this constraint equations 2.23 and 2.24 give
z =
m∑
i=1
VQM ,i − n∑
j=1
qj
ri j

2
+λ
 n∑
j=1
qj −qtot

∂ z
∂ λ
=
n∑
j=1
qj −qtot = 0
∂ z
∂ qk
=
m∑
i=1
2
ri j
VQM ,i − n∑
j=1
qi
ri j
+λ= 0 .
This simplifies to
n∑
j=1
qj = qtot
n∑
j=1
m∑
i=1
1
ri j ri k
=
m∑
i=1
VQM ,i
ri k
+λ ,
where λ, being and arbitrary constant, has been left as +λ. Now defining
A j k =
m∑
i=1
1
ri j ri k
(2.26)
Bk =
m∑
i=1
VQM ,i
ri k
(2.27)
the problem can be presented as a matrix equation
A11 A12 . . . A1n 1
A21 A22 . . . A2n 1
...
...
...
... 1
An1 An2 . . . Ann 1
1 1 1 1 0


q1
q2
...
qn
λ

=

B1
B2
...
Bn
qtot

(2.28)
that is
Aq = B (2.29)
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of point selection in the CHELPG algorithm
which can be solved for q
q = A−1B . (2.30)
2.5.2 CHELPG
The CHELPGmethod followsmuch the same principles as theMK procedure. In
order to make the fitted charges more rotationally invariant, a larger number of
fitting points is used in the CHELPG method [24]. Also, the fitting grid is made
independent from themolecular coordinate system by choosing a cube of points
spaced 0.3-0.8 Å apart containing themolecule and including 2.8 Å of head space
on all sides (fig. 2.4). Again, all points that fall inside predefined vdW radius of
a nuclei will be discarded from the analysis to avoid artefacts. The least squares
fitting described above is also used in the CHELPG scheme.
2.5.3 RESP
ESP charges fitted withMK and CHELPGmethods have some weaknesses which
were the inspiration behind the development on the RESP method [25]. The de-
velopers of RESP wanted to make the ESP fitted charges less conformationally
dependent and more transferable between functional groups. Particularly, they
wanted to eliminate the large charges which frequently occur in the deeply bur-
ied, and hence statistically poorly determined fitting centres in molecules.
In the RESPmethod [25], a penalty function is included in the least-squares fit-
ting procedure. The objective of this is to hold the charges to a lower magnitude
without compromising the quality of the fit to the ESP.With the penalty function,
the object function for minimization is now defined by
γ=
m∑
i=1
(VQM ,i −Vi )
2+γrstr = γesp+γrstr (2.31)
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the minimumof least squares fitting being
∂ γ
∂ qj
=
∂ γesp
∂ qj
+
∂ γrstr
∂ qj
= 0 . (2.32)
The initial choice for penalty function was a simple harmonic
γrstr = a
n∑
j
(q0−qj )
2 , (2.33)
where a is the parameter for determining the strength of the restraint and q0 is
the target charge. A slightly better-working choice for the penalty function was
found to be the hyperbolic
γrstr = a
n∑
j

(q 2
j
+b 2)1/2−b

, (2.34)
where a defines the asymptotic limits of the strength of the restraint and b de-
termines how narrow the hyperbola is around the minimum. The target charge
of zero was found to be a good choice.
Again, the problem can be presented as a matrix equation in the form of eq.
(2.29). The diagonal elements of A are now given by
A j j =
m∑
i
1
r 2i j
+
∂ γrstr
∂ qj
, (2.35)
and the elements of B are
B j =
m∑
i
VQM ,i
ri j
+q0
∂ γrstr
∂ qj
. (2.36)
It is conventional to leave the hydrogens in the molecule unrestrained since
they generally are well solvent-exposed and hence well determined in terms of
the ESP fit. Usually, the Connolly surface based grid equal to the grid used inMK
is the grid of choice to estimate the ESP in this method.
It is sometimes necessary to have identical charges in the nuclei which are
equivalent in terms of conformational rotations, e.g., all hydrogens in a methyl
group must have the same charge, or otherwise rotations around the bond at-
taching the methyl group to the rest of the molecule will give rise to three differ-
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ent conformational energies instead of resulting in three degenerate rotamers.
The forced symmetry can be added to the least squares fit by modifying the
matrices A and B in eq. (2.29). Preliminary A and B are generated as there were
no equivalent charges. Then, the rows and columns of A (and the rows of B ) for
centres to be fitted to the same charge are combined together to form a single
row and column of A (and a single row of B ) giving rise to new, smaller versions
of A and B , which are solved as usual [25].
2.5.4 Distributedmultipole analysis (DMA)
The idea of distributedmultipoleanalysis [29, 32] (DMA) is to represent the charge
distributionof amolecule by charges, dipoles, quadrupoles, and so on located at
number of distributed points in a molecule. These multipoles are derived from
the ab initio wave function of the molecule and assigned to sites chosen by the
user.
The starting point of DMA is the expansion of the electron density in terms of
primitive Gaussian basis functions in the form of
χi (r ) =Nix
m i
i y
n i
i z
o i
i exp[−ξi (r i )
2] , (2.37)
where r i = r −A i is the electron position relative to the positionA i of the primit-
ive Gaussian, ξi is the exponent, Ni is the normalizing factor and n i ,m i , and o i
are integer exponents of cartesian components x i , yi , and z i of r i . The electron
density is then
ρ(r ) =
∑
i j
Di jχi (r )χj (r ) , (2.38)
where coefficients Di j are elements of the density matrix.
It has been shown by Boys [33] that a product of two Gaussians, χiχj , can be
expressed as a Gaussian function centered at Pi j = (ξiA i +ξj A j )/(ξj +ξi ). Thus
each product of primitive functions gives an overlap charge density centered at
its own point P . The q component of the rank k multipolemoment of this over-
lap density at site P is then defined in DMA as
Qkq (P ) =−
∫
Rkq (r −P )Di jχiχj , (2.39)
where Rkq is a regular solid harmonics.
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A multipole expansion about the point P can be presented about any other
pointS by
Q l m (S ) =
l∑
k=0
k∑
q=−k

 l +m
k +q

 l −m
k −q

×Qkq (P )Rl−k ,m−q (S −P ) . (2.40)
In DMA the multipoles at overlap centres P are presented with the help of this
formula at one of a smaller number of sites S , which are chosen beforehand the
by user. This means that in a sense, the multipoles from sites P are moved to S
and added together, but one must notice that the numerical value of the multi-
pole changes in the moving process (eq. (2.40)). Usually, the final multipole sites
S are chosen to be at the nuclei or at the centres of bonds in amolecule since this
choice of sites is the most intuitive and gives a clear picture of the charge distri-
bution. Also, it has been noticed that it gives good convergence of electrostatic
potentials and interaction energies calculated from themultipoles [29].
The position of overlap centre P depends on the exponents ξi and ξj of the
two overlappingprimitive functions. The siteS , towhich themultipolemoments
from P are relocated, in turn depends on the position of P . In DMA, the multi-
pole from P is always moved to the nearest possible site S , or if two or more
sitesS are at equal distance from P , the contribution is equally divided between
them [29]. Since the multipole site S , where multipole contribution is moved, is
chosen based on the location P , it follows that the distributedmultipole analysis
can be very sensitive to the values of the exponents, and hence to the basis set
being used [32]. The sensitivity to basis is most severe when large basis sets with
diffuse functions are used and the overlap densities extend over many atoms.
Unfortunately, such a basis set is essential when one desires to obtain reliable
results.
Version 2 of the DMA [32] attempts to make the multipoles less basis set de-
pendent byusing adifferent, grid-based integrationmethod to calculate themul-
tipole contributions from the overlap densities of diffuse functions. In turn the
original DMA method is used for the more compact basis functions. The switch
between the two methods is determined so that if the sum of exponents ξi +ξj
for a pair of primitive functions is less than the switch value Z the grid-based
method is used, otherwise the original approach is utilized. The algorithm the
program uses for compact primitives is exact and very efficient Gauss-Hermite
quadrature. The grid-based method for the more diffuse cases is very much
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slower and, in some cases, less accurate.
2.5.5 Gaussianmultipolemodel (GMM)
Just like the distributed multipole analysis, the Gaussian multipole model [30]
assignsmultipolemoments to atoms in amolecule, but instead of directly utiliz-
ing the ab initio calculated wave functions like in DMA, the GMMmoments are
solved by fitting to the ESP around a molecule. The idea in GMM is to use multi-
polemomentswhich areweightedwith Gaussian functions that resemble a wave
function. With their recent work with Gaussian multipole model, Elking et. al.
strived after more accurate dimer electrostatic energies since it has been noted
that atomic point multipole models tend to underestimate the electrostatic in-
teractions at dimer distances [30].
Themodel is composed of a nucleus and a single Slater-type contracted Gaus-
sian multipole charge density on each atom. In the model a Slater type function
exp(−r ), which well depicts the actual form of the orbitals, is represented with
a linear combination of computationally more convenient Gaussian type func-
tions exp(−r 2) [28]. The correct contraction coefficients (dµ) and exponents (aµ)
for the linear expansion are found by fitting
exp(−r ) =
Nc∑
µ=1
dµ exp(−α
2
µ
r 2) , (2.41)
whereNc is the degree of contraction. By adding a scaling factor λ one gets
λ3
8pi
exp(−λr ) =
Nc∑
µ=1
cµ

α2
µ
λ2
pi
3/2
exp(−α2
µ
λ2r 2) , (2.42)
where cµ=dµ/8pi× (pi/α2µ)
3/2.
A contracted Gaussian multipole charge density ρ(r ,R ) with moments Q l m
and nuclear center R evaluated at point r is given by
ρ(r ,R ) =
lmax∑
l=0
∑
|m |≤0
Q l mR
∗
l m (r −R )
(2l −1)!!
ρl (| r −R |;αµ) , (2.43)
where lmax is the maximum order of Gaussian multipoles, R∗l m is the complex
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conjugate of a regular solid harmonic function, and ρl reads
ρ(r ;αµ) =

−
1
r
d
d r
l N c∑
µ=1
cµ

α2
µ
pi
3/2
exp(−α2
µ
r 2) . (2.44)
For monopoles (l=0) the density is normalised to unity, (
∑
µ
cµ=1). The mul-
tipole moments of the charge density ρ(r ,R ) with respect to the center R are
defined in the GMMmodel as
Q l m =
∫
ρ(r ,R )Rl m (r −R )d
3r . (2.45)
The electrostatic potential V arising from the contracted Gaussian multipole
density in eq. (2.43) is given by
V (r )l =
lmax∑
l=0
∑
|m |≤0
Q l mR
∗
l m (r −R )
(2l −1)!!
Vl (| r −R |;αµ) , (2.46)
where Vl is
Vl (r,αµ) =

−
1
r
d
d r
l Nc∑
µ=1
cµ
erf(αµr )
r
, (2.47)
and the error function erf(x ) is
erf(x ) =
2
pi
∫ x
0
exp(−u 2) du . (2.48)
The complete model for molecular charge density ρGM in GMM consist of ef-
fective nuclear charges Zeff in addition to the set of contracted Gaussian multi-
polemomentsQ l m with a single Slater exponential scaling parameterλ centered
at each atom in the molecule. The effective charges are chosen as 1.0 for H, 4.0
for C, 5.0 for N, 6.0 for O and 7.0 for F, and 7.0 for Cl. The total molecular charge
density is presented as sum over atoms in the molecule
ρQM =
∑
a
lmax∑
l=0
∑
|m |≤0
Q l m ,aR
∗
l m (r −Ra )
(2l −1)!!
ρl (| r −Ra |;λaαµ) , (2.49)
where Ra is the nuclear center of atom a andρl is defined by eq. (2.46). The elec-
trostatic potential due to the effective nuclear charges and the Gaussian multi-
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pole charge density is expressed as
V (r ;Q l m ,a ,λa ) =
∑
a
Zeff,a
| r −Ra |
+
lmax∑
l=0
∑
|m |≤0
Q l m ,aR
∗
l m (r −Ra )
(2l −1)!!
Vl (| r −Ra |;λaαµ) , (2.50)
where r is the point where the field is being evaluated and Vl is defined by eq.
(2.47). For each atom,Q l m and λa are treated as optimizable parameters and fit-
ted to the ab initio electrostatic potential around themolecule. The fitting func-
tion is given by
χ2(Q l m ,λ) =
∫
w (r )[V GM(Q l m ,λ;r )−V
QM(r )]2d 3r , (2.51)
where V GM and V QM are the ESPs calculated from the Gaussian multipoles (eq.
(2.50)) and by ab initio methods. The fitting function is estimated on a grid of
points around the molecule much the same way as in the MK, CHELPG, and
RESP approaches, but the optimization is done using a Levenberg-Marquard [34]
non-linear least squares algorithm .
The weighting factor w (r ) in eq. (2.51) serves much the same purpose as the
exclusion of points inside the vdW radius in the CHELPG method or the choice
of scaling of 1.4 ×vdW for the first point surface in the MKmethod. The form of
w (r ) is
w (r ) =
 exp{−σ[lnρ
QM(r )− lnK0]2} ρQM(r )≥ K0
1 ρQM(r )≤ K0
, (2.52)
where ρQM(r ) is the ab initio electron density. The weighting function w (r ) is
small for regions of high electron density, and gives weighting of w (r ) =1 for
regions of low electron density. There are two adjustable parameters, σ and K0,
which were chosen to be 0.3 and -6 by Elking et al. [30].
2.6 Combining Thole’s model tomodels describing the ESP
In conventionalMD simulations,molecules cannot responddynamically to fluc-
tuationsof the electric field due tomolecularmotion. In addition, non-polarizable
force fields are not able to model the dependence of electrostatic properties on
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the conformation of the molecule. That is, a single set of fixed charges or multi-
poles is generally not applicable to a variety of conformations.
A possible solution to these problems could be the addition of polarizability.
Themethodof choice for this in thiswork is theTholemodel. The problem is that
the intramolecular self-polarization significantly affects the charge distribution
and ESP of amolecule, and this has to be taken into account whenmonopoles or
multipoles are assigned to amolecule based on these properties. In other words,
the effect of the intramolecular self-polarization has to be separated from the
truly permanent electrostatics of amoleculewhen parametrizing a force field. In
this work, two strategies for doing this are utilized: the∆ESP method by Cieplak
et al. [35] and the analytic method by Ren and Ponder [14].
2.6.1 The∆ESPmethod
The∆ESPmethod is an iterativemethod for separating permanent electrostatics
from polarization contributions while parametrizing a force field. First, the ESP
around a molecule is calculated by ab initio methods (ESP(QM)), then mono-
poles or multipoles are fitted to the ESP by a method of choice. These are then
used to self-polarize themolecule: the electric field from the charges/multipoles
is placed in eq. (2.9), and the induced dipoles are calculated either by iteration
or by matrix inversion. Finally, the ESP from the induced dipoles (ESP(ind)) is
calculated and reduced from the ESP(QM). A new iteration round is started by
fitting a new set of charges/multipoles into∆ESP=ESP(QM)-ESP(ind). The iter-
ation can be chosen to terminate either when the fitted charges/multipoles no
longer change, or the set of induced dipoles stays constant [35].
2.6.2 The analytic method
The idea behind the analytic method is that the multipoles resulting from a fit to
quantummechanical data can be considered a sum of permanent and induced
contributions [14]
M i = M
p
i
+M ind
i
, (2.53)
where the M denotes a vector of multipoles assigned to atom i in the molecule
M i = [qi ,µi ,x ,µi ,y ,µi ,z ,Q i ,xx ,Q i ,x y ,Q i ,xz , . . . ,Q i ,z z ]
T . (2.54)
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Now eq. (2.9) can bemodified to
M ind
i
= αi
∑
{j }
T i j M
p
j
+
∑
{j ′}
T i j
′
M ind
j ′
 , (2.55)
where sites {j } can be chosen as the sites outside the molecule containing site i
and {j ′} as all the sites other than i , for example. The interaction tensor T is now
expanded to include interactions for all the ranks of multipoles included in M .
When eq. (2.53) is substituted to above expression one yields
M ind
i
=αi
∑
{j }
T i j (M j −M
ind
j
)+
∑
{j ′}
T i j
′
M ind
j ′
 . (2.56)
If {j } and {j ′} are chosen to be identical group of multipole sites, the expression
in eg. (2.56) simplifies to
M ind
i ,α
=αi
∑
j
T i j M j . (2.57)
Equations (2.56) and (2.57) can againbe solved forM ind by iteration (eq. (2.56)) or
by direct matrixmultiplication (eq. (2.57)). By subtracting the inducedmoments
from the moments resulting from the fit to QM data one is left with the truly
permanent multipoles [14].
2.6.3 Intramolecular interactions
Charge-charge interactions between atoms separated by one or two covalent
bonds (called 1-2 and 1-3 interactions, see fig. 2.5) in a molecule are neglected
inmost force fields. There are different approaches to 1-4 interactions, involving
atoms separated by 3 bonds, as for example OPLS and AMBER scale the interac-
tion down by a factor, but CHARMM leaves it unscaled [11].
The additionof polarizabilitycontributes to the confusiononhownon-bonded
interactions should be treated in a force field. It has been noticed that the iterat-
ive process on eq. (2.9) is prone to diverge [36, 37] when all the induced dipole-
dipole and charge-dipole interactions are included and undamped. Same kind
of phenomenon has also been observed developing the∆ESP approach [3]. The
divergence has been speculated to originate from the 1-2 and 1-3 interactions by
both Cieplak et al. [3] and Xie et al. [37]. However, their approach to the problem
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of interactions in a molecule [36].
is quite different. Cieplak et al. reparametrized the Thole model by calculating
elemental polarizability parameters so that 1-2 and 1-3 interactions were neg-
lected of and 1-4 interactions scaled down, whereas Xie et al. developed a more
efficient method for solving eq. (2.9). Xie et al. also proved that it is essential to
include all induced intramolecular interactions in themodel in order to correctly
describe themolecular polarizability tensor (at leastwhen no re-parametrization
of the Thole model is done).
That said, divergence is not the only point of view that has to be considered
when choosing how to treat the intramolecular interactions. In their paper [14]
describinghow to combine theTholemodelwithDMAusing the analyticmethod
(elaborated in section 2.6.2) Ren et al. note that although the model works fine
with all the intramolecular interactions included, they would prefer a slightly
modified, group based 1-2 model. This is because of the large 1-2 direct induc-
tion that resulted from the original model. They argue that unrealistic interac-
tion energies may arise if an unphysically large portion of the local electrostatics
is considered to be the result of induction, and an ideal model would avoid such
unphysical intramolecular polarization.
There is also the option to damp interactions in a way consistent to the Thole
model. This approach is utilized, among others, by Ren et al. [38] in the paper
where they describe the AMOEBA water model, and by Xie et al. Following the
notation by A. J. Stone [39] the interaction tensor elements for different order
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multipoles can be obtained by
T = 1
R
Tα = ∇αT =−
Rα
R3
Tαβ = ∇αTβ
Tαβγ = ∇αTβγ
. . .
(α,β ,γ, . . . = 1,2,3) ,
where R is the distance between interaction sites. Using the different forms of
charge distribution given in eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) one can derive the damped in-
teraction tensor elements (TD). The damped first order element in the direction
α reads
TD
α
= T∇αρ+ρ∇αT . (2.58)
That is
TD
α
=−a−4(4au 3−3u 4)
Rα
R3
(2.59)
for the linear distribution (u ≤ a ) and
T D
α
=−
Rα
R3
+

1
2
a 2u 2+au +1

e−au
Rα
R3
(2.60)
for the exponential. The higher order terms are
T Dαβ = λ5
3RαRβ
R5
−λ3
δαβ
R3
TDαβγ = −λ7
15RαRβRγ
R7
+λ5
3(Rαδαβ+Rβδαγ+Rγδαβ )
R5
,
(2.61)
where for the linear case
λ3 = a−4(4au 3−3u 4)
λ5 =

u
a
4
λ7 =
1
5
a−4u 5
when u ≤ a and λ3 =λ5 =λ7 = 1 when u > a . Thole lambdas for the exponential
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distribution are
λ3 = 1− (
1
2
a 2u 2+au +1)e−au
λ5 = 1− (
1
6
a 3u 3+ 1
2
a 2u 2+au +1)e−au
λ7 = 1− (
1
30
+ 1
6
a 3u 3+ 1
2
a 2u 2+au +1+ 1
6
a 3u 3)e−au .
Now the row of damped interaction tensor depicting the interaction in direction
α reads
Tα = [−T
D
α
,T D
α1,T
D
α2,T
D
α3,−T
D
α11,−T
D
α12, . . . ] . (2.62)
This notation is consistentwith theonepresented in eqs. (2.55), (2.56), and (2.57).
Thole defined the dipole interaction tensor with different sign (equations (2.9)
and (2.10)) but one can easily see that the tensor derivation here produces the
same dipole-dipole interaction both in the undamped and damped case.
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Chapter 3
Methods
3.1 Ab initio calculations withGaussian
The molecular structures used for testing the polarizable and non-polarizable
versions of the five different point charge/multipolemethods were optimised by
using Gaussian09 [40] and CSC SOMA2 [41, 42] interface. The optimization
was done using six consecutive steps. First, preliminary optimization was done
with AM1/STO-3G, B3-LYP/3- 31G*, and B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory.
Next, eigenfrequency calculation was performed with B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) to
make sure that an energy minimum was reached. Finally, one more optimiz-
ation with a more accurate MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ method was conducted to ob-
tain the final optimized structure. The molecules chosen for testing were 1-
butene, butane, dimethylethylamine, methyl ethyl ether, methyl formate, pro-
panal, 1-propanol, and propionic acid (fig. 3.1). These particularmolecules were
chosen because they represent different functional groups commonly found in
biomolecules (particularly phospholipids). The molecules also have a dihedral
angle in their backbone, but they are still fairly simplemolecules with few atoms.
For testing how the results from each method change under conformational
variance, one dihedral angle was rotated in each test molecule (fig. 3.1). This was
done by using the Gaussian "scan" option in MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of the-
ory. Rotations where done in 18 steps of 10 degree increment resulting in a total
scan of 180 degrees. The angles of the globalminimumenergy conformation and
the secondminimunconformation (according to the scan) are presented in table
3.1 accompanied with the ab initio dipolemoments of the molecules.
For MK, CHELPG, and RESPmethods the appropiate potential and grid points
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1-butene
methyl ethyl ether
dimethylethylamine
propanal
H
O
C
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CH3
butane
methyl formate
1-propanol propionic acid
Figure 3.1: Molecules used for testing the performance of the methods. The dihedral
angle to be rotated is illustrated by an arrow in each case.
Global minimum Second minimum Dipole moment
1-butene -118 2 0.17
butane 180 70 0.00
dimethylethylamine 66 166 0.29
methyl ethyl ether 180 - 0.55
methyl formate 0 - 0.79
propanal 0 120 1.24
1-propanol -180 -60 0.61
propionic acid 0 110 0.73
Table 3.1: The dipole moments and minimum conformations of the test molecules
according to the ab initio calculations. The dipolemoments, calculated withMP2/aug-
cc-pvtz, are presented here in atomic units. The globalminimum energy conformation
and second minimum conformation dihedral angles are in degrees.
were provided by conducting a MK/CHELPG calculation with Gaussian and
using the undocumented Gaussian output option iop(6/33=2) to print out
the potential and the locations of the grid points. The calculation of the potential
was done inMP2=FC/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. The defaultMKgridwas used
both for MK and RESPwithmaximumpoint density on 6 point per unit area. For
CHELPG the default grid was used with point density of 1 point per unit area.
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For the formatted checkpoint file needed in DMA andGMMcalculations a single
point calculation on MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory was conducted.
3.2 Damping
In this work, damping was the method of choice for treating the intramolecular
electrostatic interactions. This makes the interactions consistent with the ones
utilised in the parametrizationof the Tholemodel done earlier by the author [43]
and used in this work. Hence, we follow the recommendations of Xie et al. [37]
discussed earlier. In addition, the damping scheme makes the treatment of all
multipole interactions consistent with the approach presented by Thole [18] for
dipoles, and it is relatively easy to implement in different methods as no inform-
ation about bonds is needed (as opposed to full exclusion of some interactions).
No full exclusions of interactions were used in addition to damping because the
parametrizationwas done without exclusions, and the damping alone was suffi-
cient to prevent the convergence problems for four out of the fivemethods stud-
ied in this work.
3.3 The parametrization of the Tholemodel
The parameters of Thole model used in this work (polarizabilities αC , αO , αH ,
αN , and parameter a ) where obtained from the previous work from the author
[43]. The values for these parameters can be found in table 3.2. In this work, the
exponential version of the Tholemodel was used (eqs. (2.20) and (2.62)).
The parameters were calculated by an optimization process utilizing exper-
imental molecular polarizabilities together with the optimized molecular geo-
metries for a set of molecules. The learning set used for the fitting was build
with care and consisted of 37molecules. Some common solventmolecules, such
as water and cyclohexane, were included in the set to increase the overall per-
formance of the parametrization. Even more importantly, molecules that rep-
resent functional groups found in phospholipids were included in the learning
set to make sure that the parametrization will be useful for lipid simulation pur-
poses. The fact that experimental polarizability for a molecule is a weighted
average over polarizabilities of all the conformations of that molecule was also
considered when building the learning set. For this reason molecules with high
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Thole van Duijnen Our work
linear exponential linear exponential linear exponential
αH 0.5140 0.4270 0.5189 0.4138 0.3044 0.3128
αC 1.4050 1.2850 1.5079 1.2886 2.0111 1.7669
αN 1.1050 0.9670 1.1269 0.9716 1.7276 1.5389
αO 0.8620 0.7471 0.9475 0.8520 0.7609 0.7405
a 1.6620 2.0890 1.7278 2.1304 2.5416 1.5779
Table 3.2: The values for Thole model parameters αH, αC, αO, αN, and a used in this
work. The same parameters optimized by Thole [18] and van Duijnen et al. [21] are
also presented for comparison.
symmetry, very little rotation around C-C, C-N and C-O bonds, or unambiguous
minimum energy conformations were chosen into the learning set.
The optimization of polarizabilitiesαC , αO , αH , αN , and parameter a was done
with an evolutionary strategy using covariance matrix adaptation. The fitting
was performed for all these parameters simultaneously. The performance of the
parameters was ensured by building an additional test set of 18 molecules and
seeing howwell the experimental polarizabilities of thesemolecules and themo-
lecules in the learning set are reproducedwhen using the new parameters for the
Thole model.
In the previous work by the author [43], the new parametrization used in this
work was concluded to be, for the most parts, an improved version compared to
the previous sets of parameters presented in the literature [18],[21]. It was also
observed that Tholemodel is usually not able to reproduce the experimental po-
larizabilities for alkenes as well as for other types ofmolecules. Although the new
parametrization of the Thole model, presented in [43], was able to improve the
poor fit of the previous parametrizations by Thole [18] and van Duijnen [21] also
in the case alkenes, it was speculated that the parametrization could be further
improved by adding a new carbon type for double bonded, sp2 hybridized car-
bon. Hence, one would part from the original idea by Thole that the isotropic
polarizability assigned to each atom of a molecule in the Thole model is inde-
pendent on the chemical environment of that atom and only depends on the
element.
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3.4 MK/CHELPG/RESP and∆ESPmethod
MK, CHELPG, and RESP methods were combined with the Thole model using
the ∆ESP approach by Cieplak et al.. The code for all the point charge methods
were written in C by the author, and combined with the C codes for the ∆ESP
method and the Thole model also written by author. The solving of eq. (2.9) was
done bymatrix inversion instead of self-consistent iteration in order tominimize
the possibility of divergence [37] and eliminate the need of initial guess for the
iteration.
Originally, the∆ESP method was used together with the RESP method so that
in the intermediate stages the charges were not calculated by RESP but by some
other charge fitting method. RESP fitting was done only in the fully iterated po-
tential. As the nature of RESP fitting itself is also iterative, we suspect that this
was done to avoid convergence issues and to reduce the computation time. In
thiswork, a full RESPfittingwas done also in the intermediate stages of the∆ESP
iteration. No convergence issues due to this choice were observed and the com-
putational time increase was fully acceptable with the size of molecules (8-16
atoms) used here. Values of a = 0.0005 au and b = 0.01 e where used for the
hyperbolic restraint (eq. 2.34).
3.5 DMA and the analyticalmethod
Since distributed multipole analysis does not directly use the electrostatic po-
tential in assigning the multipoles to atoms it was not possible to use the ∆ESP
method to combine it with the Thole model. Therefore the analytical method
was chosen, more precisely the simplified approach of eq. (2.57) was used. That
said, the formulas presented in section 2.6.2 as in the original work [14] imply
that originally a single atomic Thole polarizabilitywas used to induce a full set of
multipoles from monopoles to quadrupoles. In this work, the Thole polarizabil-
ities were only used to induce dipoles.
DMA multipoles were calculated by the original DMA code provided by A. J.
Stone. Multipoles up to quadrupoles were used, except for hydrogens for which
the expansion was limited to rank 1 (dipoles) as instructed in the DMA manual
[44]. In DMA this means that higher moments on H atoms were transferred to
the nearest atom with a higher limit.
To include polarizability, the DMA was combined to the analytical method by
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a C code written by the author. It is worth noting that adding polarizability to
DMA with this method will not alter the algorithm’s ability to reproduce the ESP
around a molecules as the original DMA dipole will essentially just be presented
as a sum of permanent and induced dipoles on each atom (eqs. (2.53), (2.57)).
3.6 GMM and∆ESPmethod
The code for the Gaussianmultipolemodel was provided by D. Elking. This code
was then combinedwith the Tholemodel using the∆ESPmethod. Again, solving
of eq. (2.9) was done by matrix inversion in order to avoid possible convergence
issues. GMMmultipoles up to quadrupoles were used. GMM requires an initial
guess for λ and all the multipole moments for each atom in a molecule. In this
work, initial guess of 0 for all the multipolemoments and 4 for λ (eqs. (2.49) and
2.50) were used as recommended by Dr. Elking.
The code provided by D. Elking was slightly altered version of the original, as
the original contained a modified part of a commercial software. This part is
related to the grid selection used for estimating the fit to ab initio potential and
the electron density. The version used in this work utilized the Gaussian09
cubegen tool to create potential and electron density grids for theGMMfitting.
Medium point density with cubegen option -3 was used for the grids.
The interactionsofGaussianmultipolesare different from the interaction tensor
approach used with the other methods. The electric field to be inserted in eq.
(2.9) can be calculated by taking the negative gradient of eq. (2.50), and from
that one can see that the contracted Gaussian nature of the multipoles distorts
the formof the interactions compared to the interaction tensors presented in 6.3.
This makes the assignment of Thole damping factors (λ3, λ5, λ7) more complic-
ated. Here, the damping was assigned so that the damped terms corresponded
to the same directional terms (δαβ , Rα, RαRβ , RαRβRγ, Rαδαβ ) as in the original
damped tensor elements in eqs. (2.59), (2.60), and (2.61).
3.7 The statistics
The relative root mean square deviation (RRMS) was used here as a key figure to
depict how well the different methods reproduce the ab initio calculated poten-
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X
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Figure 3.2: Local frame attached to a carbon atom in 1-butene. Atoms in blue are the
neighbouring atoms used as a reference for assigning the x- and y-axis.
tials VQM . RRMS reads
RRMS=
s∑N
i
(VQM,i −Vi )2∑N
i
V 2QM,i
. (3.1)
For GMM also weighted version was used to account for the electron density
weighting used by the algorithm. The weighted RRMS is calculated as
RRMSw =
s∑N
i
w i (VQM,i −Vi )2∑N
i
w iV
2
QM,i
, (3.2)
wherew i is the weighting factor calculated by equation (2.52).
3.8 Conformational variance and the local frame
The variance of quality of fit and assigned charges/multipoles as a function of
conformation were also studied. To do this, the charge/multipole fitting calcu-
lations were done separately for 4 conformations around the global energy min-
imum conformation, and 3 conformations around a second energy minimum
conformation (table 3.1). Exceptions to this were methyl ethyl ether and methyl
formate, as their second minimum in conformational energies were so high (8
kJ/mol and 22 kJ/mol above the global minimum conformation energy) that the
conformations were determined to be irrelevant. This same set of conforma-
tions were also utilized for testing the performance of minimum energy con-
formation parameters. When studying the variance of assigned parameters, the
charges/multipoles on the atoms in both ends of the 4 atom chain forming the
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dihedral angle were of our interest.
In order for themultipole results of different conformations to be comparable,
a local framewas attached to each atomof amolecule and themoments assigned
to the atomwhere converted to this frame. The local frameswhere chosen so that
x-axis pointed to a neighbouring atom with the longest chain attached. The y-
axis was chosen orthogonal to the x-axis from the vector plane forming between
the x-axis and a vector pointing to another neighbour of the atom at hand. The
z-axis was chosen from the cross product of x- and y-axes (fig. 3.2).
Chapter 4
Results and discussion
4.1 The charge fitting algorithms: MK, CHELPG and RESP
In table 4.1 one can see an example of what kind of data was extracted from
the charge fitting calculations using MK, CHELPG, and RESP. Although themag-
nitude of charges is independent of the coordinate system, the local frame defin-
ition was needed also in the case of charge fitting algorithms in order to convert
the induced dipoles into a common coordinate system for different conform-
ations of the molecule. In the columns "x-ref" and "y-ref" one can see which
neighbouring atom was chosen to serve as the reference for the local coordinate
system attached to each atom of the molecule. The numbers in these columns
correspond to the atom indexing in the first column left.
4.1.1 Accuracy with respect to the ESP
The performance of the three different charge fitting algorithms was quite uni-
form. For the global minimum conformations of the test molecules, the polariz-
able versions of the charge fitting algorithmsprovided a better fit to the potential
for all the molecules except 1-butene and butane (table 4.2). When comparing
the results at a shell of points at 1.7×vdW radius from the atoms, one can see
that the CHELPG method has the worst RRMS fit to the electrostatic potential,
but MK and RESP provide very similar results. In our particular set of molecules,
RESP gives on average a slightly worse fit but the differences are negligible.
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Coordinates and local frame
x y z x-ref y-ref
0 C -1.319448 -1.226715 0.000000 1 9
1 O -0.001216 -0.718914 0.000000 5 9
2 H -1.250339 -2.311070 0.000000 6 3
3 H -1.868410 -0.899626 0.889206 6 2
4 H -1.868410 -0.899626 -0.889206 6 3
5 C 0.000000 0.697790 0.000000 1 8
6 C 1.433967 1.171915 0.000000 5 2
7 H -0.533397 1.066807 -0.885171 5 8
8 H -0.533397 1.066807 0.885171 5 7
9 H 1.471603 2.260717 0.000000 0 10
10 H 1.952482 0.804683 0.883541 0 9
11 H 1.952482 0.804683 -0.883541 0 10
Non-polarizable and polarizable fitting results
RESP RESP+Thole
q q µx µy µz
C -0.07193 0.05766 0.36381 0.12019 0.00000
O -0.37664 -0.79539 0.08061 -0.08331 0.00000
H 0.09638 0.12191 0.02079 0.01696 0.00000
H 0.05588 0.08259 0.01780 -0.00366 -0.00699
H 0.05588 0.08259 0.01780 -0.00366 0.00699
C 0.32485 0.60589 0.02422 -0.30930 0.00000
C -0.35561 -0.35541 -0.02212 -0.11742 0.00000
H -0.00229 -0.04714 -0.00445 -0.00346 -0.01932
H -0.00229 -0.04714 -0.00445 -0.00346 0.01932
H 0.07701 0.12574 0.00367 -0.02507 0.00000
H 0.09938 0.08435 -0.00732 -0.00576 -0.01282
H 0.09938 0.08435 -0.00732 -0.00576 0.01282
RMS 0.00228 0.00152
RRMS 0.22117 0.14719
Induction energy -38.74
Table 4.1: An example of a local frame definition and charge fitting data: RESP fitting
data for the minimum energy conformation of methyl ethyl ether. Atom coordinates
are in Å, charge and dipole moment data are presented in atomic units and the unit of
induction energy is kJ/mol.
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propionic acid propanal 1-propanol methyl formate
MK 0.0811 0.0945 0.1204 0.1407
MK+Thole 0.0784 0.0769 0.1076 0.0726
CHELPG 0.0891 0.0987 0.1273 0.1535
CHELPG+Thole 0.0864 0.0819 0.1209 0.0853
RESP 0.0819 0.0947 0.1207 0.1406
RESP+Thole 0.0783 0.0772 0.1083 0.0730
DMA 0.1520 0.1344 0.2265 0.1229
GMM 0.0076 0.0070 0.0162 0.0099
GMM+Thole - 0.0119 0.0270 -
methyl ethyl ether dimethylethylamine 1-butene butane
MK 0.2011 0.2748 0.2681 0.6898
MK+Thole 0.1370 0.1997 0.3055 0.7258
CHELPG 0.2159 0.3352 0.3840 0.7416
CHELPG+Thole 0.1531 0.2603 0.4323 0.8056
RESP 0.2020 0.2793 0.2696 0.6985
RESP+Thole 0.1371 0.1997 0.3029 0.7248
DMA 0.3106 0.5606 0.5252 1.5378
GMM 0.0101 0.0175 0.0212 0.0328
GMM+Thole 0.0113 0.0169 - 0.0645
Table 4.2: The RRMS error calculated for all themethods at 1.7× vdWdistance from the
molecule.
Figure 4.1:Difference between ab initio (MP2/aug-cc-pvtz) calculated electrostatic po-
tentials and potentials from fitted charges and induced dipoles for a) MK b) CHELPG
c) RESP d) MK+Thole e) CHELPG+Thole f) RESP+Thole.
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Figure 4.2: The RRMS errors of potential for different conformations of 1-butene. For
MK, CHELPG, and RESP, the RRMSs were calculated in the grid used for the charge
fitting, for DMA the MK grid was used. The different conformations are demonstrated
by a ball-and-stick model depicting the global minimum conformation with a brighter
shade and second minimum conformation with a darker shade (table 3.1).
These points are further illustrated in fig. 4.1 where the difference between ab
initio potential and the potential from fitted charges and induced dipoles is visu-
alized (by usingORIENT [45]) at 1.7×vdW for propanal. Here, one can clearly see
how the addition of polarizability improves the fit.
In figs. 4.2-4.4 the conformational variance of the quality of fit for the original
and polarizable versions of the three methods is presented. Here, the fitting of
parameters was done separately for each conformation to demonstrate the best
possible fit that can be obtained from the algorithm. The RRMS values are cal-
culated in the grid used for the fitting in each method. Again, the RRMS errors of
RESP andMK behave very similarly as a function of conformation.
As earlier, the non-polar molecules (table 3.1), 1-butene (fig. 4.2) and butane,
seem to be problematic cases when polarizability is added. For 1-butene, the
RRMS error is larger around the global minimum energy conformation for the
polarizable case, but around the second minimum, one can see some improve-
ment. The polarizable versions of MK and RESP do better around the second
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minimumconformations than the non-polarizableones. For polarizableCHELPG,
theRRMSdecreases around the secondminimumbut still remains slightlyhigher
than for the non-polarizable version of CHELPG.
For all the other testmolecules, polarizable versions of the algorithmsprovided
better fits around the global minimum energy conformations. Example data of
such case can bee seen in fig. 4.3 for 1-propanol. This was also the case for the
second minimum conformations, with the exception of propanal (fig. 4.4) for
which the original versions provided a better fit around the second minimum
conformation for all the three charge fitting algorithms.
4.1.2 The performance of theminimum energy conformation parameters
The most simple way of assigning charges when parametrizing a force field is to
use the parameters calculated for the minimum conformation. To see how well
the ESP around different conformations could be reproduced by these paramet-
ers, the charges calculated for the minimum energy conformations were used
to calculate the fit to the surrounding ab initio ESP for all the other conforma-
tions of the molecule. This was done both by using the original and polarizable
versions of the MK, CHELPG, and RESP charge fitting procedures. In the non-
polarizable case, the charges fitted to the ESP around the minimum energy con-
formation where straightforwardly applied to the other conformations. In the
polarizable case, the minimum conformation charges were obtained by com-
bining the charge fitting with∆ESP approach. The charges were then allowed to
polarize the rest of the conformations of themolecule according to eq. (2.9). The
fit to potential was calculated in MK-type grids for MK and RESP, and CHELPG-
type grid for CHELPG. The results for 1-butene, butane, and 1-propanol can be
seen infig. 4.5. Thedata for the rest of the testmolecules is presented in appendix
A.
For most of our test molecules, the polarizable versions were able to repro-
duce the ESP around different conformations better than the non-polarizable
ones when using the minimum conformation parameters. For dimethylethyl-
amine, methyl formate, methyl ethyl ether, 1-propanol, and propionic acid, the
performance of polarizable algorithm was better for all the conformations. The
good performance of the polarizable charge fitting algorithms is demonstrated
in fig. 4.5(c) for 1-propanol.
The only molecule for which the polarizable minimum parameters gave lar-
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Figure 4.3: As in fig. 4.2 but for 1-propanol.
Figure 4.4: As in fig. 4.2 but for propanal.
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(a) 1-Butene
(b) Butane
(c) 1-Propanol
Figure 4.5: The fit to surrounding ESP when using MK/CHELPG/RESP charges fitted
for the minimum energy conformation of a) 1-butene b) butane c) propanol. The dif-
ferent conformations are demonstrated by the ball-and-stick models one the right de-
picting the global minimum conformation with a brighter shade and the second min-
imum conformation with a darker shade (table 3.1).
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Figure 4.6: The variance of assigned charge as a function of conformation for propionic
acid. The atom for which the charge is examined is circled and the second minimum
conformation (table 3.1) is presented a with darker shade.
ger errors than the non-polarizable ones for nearly all the conformations was 1-
butene (fig. 4.5(a)). For propanal and butane the situation differed between the
first and second minimum conformations. For butane, the polarizable versions
of the algorithms performed slightly worse around the global minimum energy
conformation but around the second minimum, the RRMS errors of the original
versions were larger (fig. 4.5(b)). From the polarizable versions of the three al-
gorithms, CHELPGminimum energy parameters give slightly worse overall per-
formance whereas MK and RESP results are almost identical.
4.1.3 The conformational variance of assigned parameters
Although using the parameters calculated for the minimum energy conforma-
tion is the simplest way of parametrising a force field, sometimes one can im-
prove the performance of the force field by fitting the parameters for several
conformations and using some kind of a weighted average. To see how the ad-
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Figure 4.7: As in fig. 4.6 but for 1-butene.
dition of polarizability affects this, the fitting of parameters was done separately
for each conformation and the conformational variance of assigned parameters
was studied.
No commonbehaviour pattern couldbe determinedwhen studying the charge
fitting results from thenon-polarizableandpolarizableversionsof the algorithms
as a function of conformation. Most of the molecules studied here were border-
line cases: one couldn’t say definitely whether the original or the polarizable al-
gorithmwould be better in terms of the variance. MK and RESP once again gave
very similar results and although CHELPG was was originally developed partic-
ularly to reduce the conformational variance of charges, no clear improvement
compared to MK and RESP was detected.
Conformational variance of assigned parameters for propionic acid is depic-
ted fig. 4.6 for the carbon at the end of the dihedral. The polarizable and non-
polarizable algorithm results provide a similar variance for the first 4 conforma-
tions, but there is a large difference between the first and secondminimumpara-
meters for all three different algorithms. Very similar behaviour was also found
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Figure 4.8: As in fig. 4.6 for 1-propanol.
for propanal in the case of the polarizableMK, CHELPG, and RESP.
The only test molecule for which the polarizable algorithm provided distinctly
larger conformational variance was 1-butene (fig. 4.7). Here, the curves for as-
signed charge are considerably smoother for theoriginal versionsof the algorithm
than the polarizable ones. The carbon at the end of the dihedral in 1-propanol
serves as an example of a case were the polarizable versions perform better than
theoriginal versions of the algorithms(fig. 4.8). There is a largedifference between
the charges around the first and second minimum in the non-polarizable case
whereas the curves for the polarizable case are present no such variance.
Altogether, the results in 4.6-4.8 indicate that while building a polarizable force
field, one shouldproceed carefully if one plans to assign the parametersbased on
polarizableMK/CHELPG/RESP fitting data frommultiple conformations. This is
because the addition of polarizability can lead to larger conformational variance
of fitted charges and usingmultiple conformations to fit the charges can actually
make the results less accurate. It can also be noticed from figs. 4.6-4.8 that MK
and RESP again provide very similar results and have almost exactly the same
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Figure 4.9:Difference between ab initio (MP2/aug-cc-pvtz) calculated electrostatic po-
tentials and potentials from DMA multipoles for propanal. a) DMA multipoles up to
quadrupole b) DMAmultipoles up to octupoles.
variance of assigned parameters as a function of conformation.
4.2 DMA
4.2.1 Accuracy with respect to the ESP
It has been implied in the literature [46, 47] that in order to achieve good results
with theDMAalgorithmmultipolesat least up to quadrupolehave tobe included
in the calculations. Also, Ren et al. [14] use DMA multipoles up to quadrupoles
in their efforts towards the polarizable AMOEBA force field. Our study indicates
that one has to include at least octupoles to achieve as accurate results for the
ESP around a molecule as given by the charge fitting algorithms MK, CHELPG,
and RESP. This is seen by comparing the results in figs. 4.1 and 4.9. One can
see that DMA up to quadrupoles gives clearly the largest difference to ab initio
potential when compared to both the original and the polarizable versions of the
charge fitting algorithmswhereas DMA up to octupoles gives the smallest error.
In fact, methyl formate is the only test molecule for which DMA up to quad-
rupoles provided a better fit to the surrounding ESP at 1.7×vdW than the charge
fitting methods (table 4.2). DMA would do better when comparing at larger dis-
tances. This is bacause DMA is not a fitting procedure based on the potential
around amolecule, but themultipolemoments are calculated from the quantum
mechanical electron densities. The error demonstrated in fig. 4.9 compared to
the ab initio calculated is almost purely due to the exclusion of higher moments
from the electrostaticpotential calculations, and these contributions fromhigher
moments decay fast as a function of distance.
The conformational variance of the RRMS error between quantummechanic-
ally calculated potential and the potential from the DMA multipoles (fitted for
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each conformation separately) was added to figures 4.2-4.4 for reference. Since
the grids used for calculating the RRMS were same for MK, RESP, and DMA,
these values are directly comparable, and one can clearly see that MK and RESP
provide a better fit also for all the other conformations for these test molecules.
4.2.2 The performance of theminimum energy parameters
In fig. 4.10 one can see examples on how the polarizable and non-polarizable
DMA parameters calculated for the minimum energy conformation perform for
other conformations of the molecule. Here, the data for 1-butene, propionic
acid, and 1-propanol is presented. The results for the rest of the test molecules
can be seen in appendix B.
As mentioned earlier, the addition of polarizability in the case of DMA simply
means dividing the DMA dipole into permanent and induced contributions. In
the case of polarizableDMA the permanentmultipoles are the parameters trans-
ferred from the minimum conformation. They are then allowed to induce di-
poles for the other conformations. It follows that the ability of polarizable and
non-polarizableDMA to reproduce the ESP will be exactly the same for themin-
imum energy conformation, but for the other conformations eq. 2.53 no longer
holds, and the performances of polarizable and non-polarizable DMA starts to
differ.
Overall, the polarizable version of DMA performs well when one starts to ro-
tate the dihedral. Once again, 1-butene (fig. 4.10(a)) and butane are the most
problematic cases for the polarizable version of the algorithm. For all the rest of
the test molecules, the polarizable minimum energy conformation parameters
provide a better fit for most of the conformations. For propionic acid, the po-
larizable DMA has slight problems around the second minimum conformation
(fig. 4.10(b)). Same is true for the last studied conformation ofmethyl ethyl ether.
That said, themost commonbehaviour of non-polarizable and polarizableDMA
was the one that is demonstrated for 1-propanol in fig. 4.10(c) where the polariz-
able DMA provides a better fit for all the conformations. Here, we can see a clear
improvement particularly around the secondminimum.
4.2.3 The conformational variance of assigned parameters
Much of the same said about the conformational variance of assigned paramet-
ers in the case of polarizable and non-polarizable versions of the charge fitting
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(a) 1-Butene (b) Propionic acid
(c) 1-Propanol
Figure 4.10: The fit to surrounding ESP when using both polarizable and non-
polarizable DMA parameters fitted for the minimum energy conformation of the mo-
lecule. Results are presented for a) 1-butene b) propionic acid c) 1-propanol. The RRMS
is calculated in the MK grid.
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(a) Propionic acid
(b) 1-Butene
(c) Dimethylethylamine
Figure 4.11: The conformational variance of mean of dipole moment components µy ,
µy , and µz for 3 different molecules: a) propionic acid b) 1-butene c) dimethylethyl-
amine. The DMA dipoles are presented in blue, and the dipole where polarizability has
been extracted (permanent dipole) is presented in red. The atoms for which the mo-
ments are being examined are circled. Themean of dipolemoments are in atomic units
(elementary charge times the Bohr radius)
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algorithms also applies to the polarizable and non-polarizable DMA (fig. 4.11).
For most of the test molecules, the addition of polarization didn’t make a clear
difference to the conformational variance of assigned dipole moment. An ex-
ample of this can be seen in fig. 4.11(a) where variance of the mean of dipole
components is very similar for both the carbon and the oxygen atom. In the
case of the carbon atom, the dipole moment from which polarizability has been
extracted has slightly smaller difference between the global and the secondmin-
imum. For the oxygen atom, the situation is the opposite.
It is also possible that the behaviour is completely opposite when studying the
moments assigned to different atoms in a molecule. From fig. 4.11(b) one can
see that while the polarizable model performs overall well in the case presented
on the left side of the figure, it provides a larger conformational variance com-
pared to the original DMA when studying the carbon atom on the other end of
the chain (right side of the figure). Of course, addition of polarizability can also
reduce the conformational variance. This can be verified from fig. 4.11(c) where
the improvement is clear in the case of dipole moment assigned to ethyl group
carbon (left), but it is less obvious in case of the methyl group carbon (right).
All in all, one can make the same conclusion as in the case of the charge fit-
ting algorithms: while building a polarizable force field, assigning the paramet-
ers based on data from multiple conformations may be a bad idea, since the
addition of polarizability can make the variance of parameters as a function of
conformation larger.
4.3 GMM
4.3.1 Computational requirements and convergence issues
As a method, GMM was considerably more demanding on the computational
resources than any other method studied in this work. Particularly the memory
consumption for one GMM fitting to the surrounding potential was large. For
example, thememory requirement for fitting GMMmultipoles to dimethylethyl-
amine, containing 16 atoms, was around 5-8 GB of memory depending on the
optimization level used when compiling the code. The memory consumptiont
is probably mainly caused by the point selection around the molecule. GMM
uses considerably more extensive grid (up to 106 grid points) for estimating the
ESP than the point charge methods used in this work. Since the GMM version
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provided by D. Elking had a different grid selection scheme compared to the ver-
sion used in the original work [30], it is hard to say if the original version of GMM
would perform any better.
The highmemory consumption and long computation timesmean that GMM
was not the bestmethod to be combinedwith the Tholemodel by an iterative ap-
proach. Solving the GMM multipoles, when the model was combined with the
Thole model, could take up to 3-4 weeks on a regular PC. Of course, the process
could have been accelerated by increasing the optimization level of the execut-
able, but this would result in a higher memory consumption.
For 3 out of 8 test molecules, the ∆ESP iteration failed to converge. GMM re-
quires an initial guess for the scaling parametersλ (eq. 2.42) and all themultipole
moments for each atom in a molecule. In this work, initial guesses recommen-
ded by Dr. Elking were used (section 3.6). By changing these, when combining
GMMwith the Thole model, convergence could maybe have been achieved, but
unfortunately the long iteration time made the examination of different initial
guesses unfeasible.
That said,more likely the convergence issues stem from the fact that GMMwas
originally developed because atom point multipolemodels tend to underestim-
ate electrostatic interactions at close (dimer) distances. Correcting this problem
has probably also led to the enhancement of 1-2 and 1-3 interactions so that the
damping applied to these interactions in this work (section 2.6.3) can no more
prevent the overpolarization when solving eq. 2.9.
4.3.2 Accuracy with respect to the ESP
AlthoughGMMwas inefficient, it was able to produce the potential aroundamo-
lecule very accurately. From table 4.2 one can see thatGMMgives by far the smal-
lest error for all the molecules both in the non-polarizable and polarizable case.
One should note that the RRMS errors for GMM in this table are non-weighted
ones formaximumcomparability instead of the weighted errors used for the rest
of the GMM results (eq. 3.2).
Unfortunately, even when the ∆ESP iteration was successful, the addition of
polarizability into GMM reduced the quality of fit at 1.7×vdWwith the exception
of dimethylethylamine. The fairly complex fitting process and the weighting of
points that GMM uses might be a contributing factor to the poor result. Nev-
ertheless, even the polarizable GMM does give a better fit to the ESP than the
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Figure 4.12: Difference between ab initio (MP2/aug-cc-pvtz) calculated electrostatic
potentials and potentials from fitted GMM multipoles for propanal. a) GMM multi-
poles up to quadrupole b) GMMmultipoles up to quadrupole combined with the Thole
model.
polarizable and non-polarizable charge fitting methods, not to mention DMA.
The overall excellent fit is also illustrated in fig. 4.12 where one can see that only
by using a scale that is an order of magnitude smaller that the one used in figs.
4.1 and 4.9 for othermethods one can see some difference between the potential
from the GMMmultipoles and the potential calculated ab initio.
4.3.3 The performance of theminimum energy conformation parameters
The slow iterationprocessmade looking into conformational variance of optimal
fit and assigned parameters unfeasible. That is, in the case of GMM the studywas
limited examining into howwell the parameters calculated for theminimumen-
ergy conformation can reproduce the ESP around other conformations of that
molecule. In the non-polarizable case, the GMM parameters fitted for the ESP
around the minimum conformation were straightforwardly applied to the other
conformations. In the polarizable case, the parameters where obtained from the
GMM fitting performed together with the∆ESP iteration for the minimum con-
formation. These parameters where then applied to the other conformations of
that molecule and allowed to induce dipoles for those conformations according
to eq. (2.9). The results for this are presented in fig. 4.13 for 3 molecules. The
data for the rest of the test molecules (for which the ∆ESP iteration converged)
can be seen in appendix C. Again, the non-polar butane (fig. 4.13(a)) seems to
be the most problematic case for the polarizable version of GMM as it was the
only molecule for which the weighted RRMS was constantly higher for the po-
larizable version of the algorithm. That said, the performance of the minimun
energy conformation parameters for propanal (fig. 4.13(c)) and dimethylethyl-
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(a) Butane (b) 1-Propanol
(c) Propanal
Figure 4.13: The fit to surrounding ESP when using both polarizable and non-
polarizable GMM parameters fitted for the minimum energy conformation of a) 1-
butene b) 1-propanol c) propanal.
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MK CHELPG RESP DMA GMM
1-butene -24.54 -17.85 -24.32 -2.53 -
butane -6.92 -5.81 -6.91 -2.39 -91.85
dimethylethylamine -47.45 -35.38 -47.13 -8.57 -102.06
methyl ethyl ether -39.30 -36.94 -38.74 -14.92 -72.61
methyl formate -37.86 -37.18 -37.61 -13.35 -
propanal -49.82 -50.44 -49.56 -20.12 0.00
1-propanol -63.76 -62.06 -63.24 -12.26 -106.46
propionic acid -47.55 -48.27 -47.39 -14.25
Table 4.3: Induction energies (kJ/mol) for polarizable versions of all the methods used
in this work.
aminewas also quite poor. For thesemolecules, the polarizable version provided
a better fit for 1-2 conformations.
Despite the poor performance at the minimun conformation, the polarizable
minimum conformation parameters performed considerably better when one
starts to rotate the dihedral for 2 molecules. For 1-propanol (fig. 4.13(b)) the po-
larizable version provided smaller error from the third conformation onwards.
For methyl ethyl ether, the non-polarizable version provided a worse fit only for
the minimum conformation. Same kind of trend can be detected for propanal
and dimethylethylamineamine: the performance of the polarizable version im-
proves around the first minimun conformation the further one gets from the
minimum. These results might further imply that polarizability in itself was not
the problem, but there is room for improvement in the strategy used for combin-
ing the GMM to the Thole model.
4.4 Induction energies
Induction energieswere computed for eachmethodusing eq. (2.8), whereE0was
calculated from the charges/multipoles produced by the method when it was
combinedwith Thole’smodel. The induction energies are presented in kJ/mol in
table 4.3 for the minimum energy conformations of the test molecules. One can
see that the energies are the lowest for DMA, and again the differences between
the charge fitting algorithms are small. CHELPG has slightly lower energies com-
pared toMK and RESP for most of the test molecules. GMMproduces clearly the
highest induction energies.
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Some reference for the order of magnitude of the induction energies can be
obtained from thework by SöderhjelmandRyde [48]where they compare induc-
tion and polarization energies of their own polarizable models versus the polar-
izable amber 2002 force field [35] for a system consisting of a protein binding site
and a small ligand. Söderhjelm and Ryde obtained induction energies around
−160 kJ/mol for their own model and around−100 kJ/mol for Amber ff02. Since
the Amber force field is based on the ∆ESP model and RESP charges, it should
give a valid comparison point for the order of magnitude. One can say that the
order of magnitude of the induction energies presented here for MK, CHELPG,
RESP, and DMA is realistic. In the light of these results it also seems that the
concern by Ren et al. [14] that large induction energies would arise from the po-
larizable DMAmodel, when 1-2 interactions are included, was exaggerated.
The induction energies for GMMare definitely above the higher limit of what is
reasonable considering that systems studied here are significantly smaller than
the system studied by Söderhjelm and Ryde [48]. This can be seen as another
proof of the stronger 1-2 and 1-3 interactions as they would also lead to the im-
mediate growth of induction energies.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this work, three charge fitting algorithms and two multipole methods were
combined together with the induced point dipole model by Thole to see how
the different methods would performwhen polarizability contributions are self-
consistently removed from the charge/multipole assigning process. In general,
no universal behaviour pattern could be determined because the results varied
a bit over the set of test molecules used in this work. This is probably partly
due to the fact that the test molecules used here ranged from electrostatically
neutral butane and 1-butene to considerably more polar propanal. One can see
that the less polar 1-butene and butane were usually among the molecules that
the polarizable versions of the algorithms had most problems with. The best
performance was often obtained for 1-propanol which had mid-range polarity
out of the molecules in the test set.
The lack of consistency might also relate to the parametrization of the Thole
model. The original idea by Thole was that one would need only one isotropic
polarizability per element without having to pay attention to the chemical envir-
onment of the atom in themolecule. However, when one takes a look at the data
obtained for previous parametrizations of Thole model [18, 21] one can see that
the model is not able to reproduce the experimental polarizabilities of alkenes
as well as for other chemical groups. Although the parametrization used in this
work performed better in that sense, there was still clearly room for improve-
ment [43]. This suggests that the Tholemodel could benefit from the addition of
different polarizability parameter for different carbon types which could in turn
also increase the applicability of polarizability models on less polar molecules,
such as alkanes and alkenes, from what we have seen in this work.
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That said, some common trends could be established. For the charge fitting
algorithms, the polarizable versions provided a better fit to the surrounding ESP
in most cases. This was true both when the fit was done separately for each con-
formation a molecule and when the parameters fitted for the minimum energy
conformations were used to reproduce the ESP around other conformations of
that molecule. The differences between the three charge fitting methods were
very small. Generally, CHELPG gave slightly worse fit to the potential.
MK and RESP provided very similar results in every analysis done in this work.
This is understandable because RESP is anmodification ofMK developed to pre-
vent the assignment of high charge values on the deeply buried atoms typical for
MK and CHELPG. However, the test molecules used in this work are very simple
and contain no such atoms.
It was surprising that DMA up to quadrupoles provided such a poor fit to the
surrounding electrostatic potential. One source of the error is the exclusion of
higher moments from the otherwise accurate DMA analysis and our results in-
dicate that DMAup to octupoles is needed in order for DMA to beat the perform-
ance of the charge fitting algorithms at the close vicinity of a molecule. How-
ever, the inclusion of octupoles into a force field would be highly impractical,
when already the inclusion of dipoles and quadrupoles leads to increasing com-
plexity and computational cost. It was found encouraging that also in the case
of DMA the polarizable minimum energy conformation parameters performed
better than the non-polarizable parameters for most of our test molecules.
Convergence issues arosewhen combiningGMMtogetherwith theTholemodel.
Based on the high induction energies GMM produced, we suspect the problems
were due to strong 1-2 and 1-3 interactions, and the solution could be the total
exclusion of these interactions instead of the damping used in this work. That
said, GMM was by far the most accurate of all the methods studied here in re-
producing the ESP around a molecule. Unfortunately, the polarizable version of
GMM did not provide a better fit to the surrounding potential compared to the
non-polarizable GMM even when convergence was achieved. Considering this,
it is not a suprise that also the performance of the polarizable minimun energy
conformationparameters,when applied to other conformationsof themolecule,
was somewhat poor. One should remember thatGMM is a relatively newmethod
compared to the othermethods studied in thiswork. Hence, there is potential for
further development both in GMM itself and in strategies used for combining it
together with the Tholemodel. That said, the fairly complex functional forms for
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the electric field and the potential resulting from the Gaussianmultipolesmakes
the GMM less appealing for the force field purposes.
Altogether, thedata presented in thiswork indicates that, at themoment, either
MK or RESP would be the best choice for polarizable force field parametriza-
tions out of themethods studied here. MK andRESP provide a good compromise
between accuracy and computational efficiency not tomention the ease of force
field implementation.
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Appendix A
Additional data for MK, CHELPG and
RESP
In this section data for the performance of the minimum energy conformation
parameters in the case of methyl ethyl ether (fig. A.1(a)), methyl formate (fig.
A.1(b)), dimethylethylamine (fig. A.2(a)), propanal (fig. A.2(b)), and propionic
acid (fig. A.2(c)) is presented. The analysis covers both the non-polarizable and
polarizable versions of MK, CHELPG, and RESP and is further elaborated in the
section 4.1.2 of this work.
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(a) Methyl ethyl ether
(b) Methyl formate
Figure A.1: The fit to the ESP when using MK/CHELPG/RESP charges fitted for the
minimum energy conformation of a) methyl ethyl ether b) methyl formate. The global
minimum conformation is depicted by the the ball-and-stick model one the right.
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(a) Dimethylethylamine
(b) Propanal
(c) Propionic acid
Figure A.2: The fit to surrounding ESP when using MK/CHELPG/RESP charges fitted
for the minimum energy conformation of a) dimethylethylamine b) propanal c) pro-
pionicacid. The different conformations are demonstrated by the ball-and-stick mod-
els one the right depicting the global minimum conformation with a brighter shade
and the second minimum conformation with a darker shade (table 3.1).
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Appendix B
Additional data for the performance
of DMA
In this section additional data for the performance of the DMA minimum en-
ergy conformation parameters is presented. The molecules covered here are
methyl ethyl ether (fig. B.1(a)), methyl formate (fig. B.1(b)), butane (fig. B.2(a)),
dimethylethylamine (fig. B.2(b)), and propanal (fig. B.2(c)). The analysis done to
obtain this data is further elaborated in the section 4.2.2 of this work.
(a) Methyl ethyl ether (b) Methyl formate
Figure B.1: The fit to surrounding ESP when using both polarizable and non-
polarizable DMA parameters fitted for the minimum energy conformation of the mo-
lecule. Results are presented for a) methyl ethyl ether b) methyl formate. The RRMS is
calculated in the MK grid.
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(a) Butane (b) Dimethylethylamine
(c) Propanal
Figure B.2: The fit to surrounding ESP when using both polarizable and non-
polarizable DMA parameters fitted for the minimum energy conformation of the mo-
lecule. Results are presented for a) butane b) dimethylethylamine c) propanale. The
RRMS is calculated in the MK grid.
Appendix C
Additional data for the performance
of GMM
Here the data for the performance of the GMMminimum energy conformation
parameters is presented for the rest of the test molecules for which ∆ESP itera-
tion converged. The molecules covered here are methyl ethyl ether (fig. C.1(a))
and dimethylethylamine (fig. B.2(b)). The analysis done to obtain this data is
further elaborated in the section 4.3.3 of this work.
(a) Methyl ethyl ether (b) Dimethylethylamine
Figure C.1: The fit to surrounding ESP when using both polarizable and non-
polarizable GMMparameters fitted for theminimum energy conformation of a)methyl
ethyl ether b) dimethylethylamine.
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